
Photosynthesis and Respiration Lab Part 2 

Follow the format and directions below to write and submit your lab report for the PnR Lab.  

You will submit your paper to TurnItIn.com. Create an account if you have not already for 

another class. Then enroll in Biology by putting the class ID for your period (listed below) and 

the password bioturner. The same password works for all periods. 

Official Due Date is Friday, December 19th at midnight.  

Papers will be accepted after the due date for reduced credit (be sure to email Ms. Turner if 

you turn in your paper late – turnerm@issaquah.wednet.edu).  

 

Lab Format and Description: The lab sections must be in this order with clear formatting (titles for each section that are 

easily identifiable) and all items completed for each section.  

 

 

Title of Lab (Be sure to include MV, RV, and organism used) 

Investigative Question: “What is the effect of ____(MV) on ___ (RV)?” 

Hypothesis:  If (MV), then (RV), because… (this is one option for formatting) 

Variables: 

1. Manipulated Variable: 

2. Responding Variable:  

3. Controlled Variables: (Need at least 3 and it must be CLEAR that they would have an effect on your data) 

Groups: 

Experimental: Set-ups with the manipulated variable (all three conditions represented) 

Control: Set-up without the manipulated variable or the set-up you determined as the base-line 

Materials:  

 A complete bulleted list of the materials used during the investigation. Should always include sizes and 

quantities when appropriate. 

 

 

 

TurnItIn.com 

Class ID by Period 

 

Period Class ID 

1 8610748 

2 8610760 

3 8610773 

5 8610780 

6 8610788 

 

mailto:turnerm@issaquah.wednet.edu


Procedure: 

1. A numbered list of steps that represent all 8 of the attributes on our Bio EOC Procedure Rubric below. 

 
Scoring Rubric for: New Procedure 

 
Procedure Attributes Description of Attribute Attributes 

P1 Controlled Variables 
At least two controlled variable are identified or implied in the procedure or the 

materials list (e.g., give examples).  
1 

P2 Manipulated Variable 

Only one manipulated variable (state variable from question) is identified or 

implied in the procedure or data table (if given). The manipulated variable must 

have at least three conditions to be credited. 

1 

P3 Responding Variable 
The responding variable (state variable from question) is identified or implied in 

the procedure or data table (if given). 
1 

P4 Record Measurements 

The procedure states or implies measurements are recorded periodically or gives 

a data table.  

Attribute Notes: 

1. If artificial data for the responding variable is given, this attribute cannot be 

credited. 

2. The phrase take measurement cannot be used to mean record. 

1 

P5 
Trials are  

Repeated 

More than one trial for all conditions is planned, or implied in a data table, to 

measure the responding variable. 
1 

P6 
Experimental Control 

Condition 

The procedure includes an additional setup in which the manipulated variable is 

not changed and the responding variable is measured for each condition in the 

experimental setup(s) (e.g., give example). 

Writing Note: This attribute is only credited for complicated investigations in 

which an experimental control condition is appropriate. 

1 

P7 
Extra 

Validity Measure 

The procedure includes a validity measure not included in the scenario 

experiment (e.g., more controlled variables, better measuring technique, 

increased range of conditions, control for sample bias). 

1 

P8 Logical Steps 

The steps of the procedure are detailed enough to repeat the procedure effectively 

(examples of illogical steps: no ending time indicated; states Set up as 

diagrammed, but diagram is inadequate; recording vague data or results). 

1 

 Total Possible Attributes 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Data Collection & Analysis: 

 Data Tables and Graphs: 

These sections are combined for this lab as the data tables and graphs are taken together from the LoggerPro program 

on the computers. You should have 4 data tables + graphs (CO2 and O2 graphs for each) for each of your 3 conditions and 

your control set-up. If you need to use the opposite control set-up from what you did in PnR Part 1 you can copy and 

paste the data table and graph from below. 

Each data table/graph needs to have a title that includes the RV and MV and specimen (test subject). 

 Rate of CO2 and O2 Production and Consumption in Spinach in the Dark 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rate of CO2 and O2 Production and Consumption in Spinach in the Light  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Complete the following table for your data. Use this information and your graphs to answer the analysis questions 
below.  
 

What is the effect of ___ on the rate of CO2 and O2 production and consumption in Spinach? 

 Rate of Consumption or Production of Gases 

Manipulated Variable Slope for CO2 (ppm/min) Slope for O2 (ppm/min) 

MV condition 1   

MV condition 2   

MV condition 3   

Control   

 

Analysis Questions: (Must answer the question using a complete sentence. Please use the numbers as shown.) 

1) What does it mean for our graphs in this lab to have a positive slope? A negative slope? 

2) From which of your graphs could you infer that photosynthesis is happening? How do you know?  

3) From which of your graphs could you infer that respiration is happening? How do you know? 

4) Are there any graphs in which it doesn’t seem like either is occurring? Which graphs? Why do you think so? (What 

do they look like?)  

(a) ***Propose a possible explanation for what could be happening to show data such as this. 

5) Compare the slopes of the 4 set-ups.  

a) Carbon Dioxide: (address each of your graphs if they apply to the question) 

i) Which one produced the most CO2? The least? 

ii) Which one consumer the most CO2? The least? 

b) Oxygen: (address each of your graphs if they apply to the question) 

i) Which one produced the most O2? The least? 

ii) Which one consumer the most O2? The least? 

6) Describe your control set-up. Why did you decide to use this as your control? Do you think it is the best choice for 

your control or is there a better set-up? Why do you think so? 

 

 

**These questions are meant to help you to think about your data and what it means. This 

information will be useful when you do your conclusion next! 

 

 



Conclusion:  

Write your conclusion as a paragraph that includes the 5 attributes from the Bio EOC Conclusion Rubric below. When 

you use data, it is most appropriate to use the SLOPES from the graphs. It does not matter what the ending 

concentration of gas is – instead it matters how much it changed during the time you measured because you can 

potentially attribute that change to your manipulated variable.   

 


